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Quotations of the famous.

''Though all society is 
founded on intolerance, 
all improvement is 
founded on tolerance'‘.

"There never was a 
good war and a bad 
peace“.  

"The worst sin towards our 
yellow creatures is not to 
hate them but to be 
indifferent to them: that's the 
essence of inhumanity''.

Benjamin Franklin

George Bernard 
Shaw



What is tolerance?
• ''Tolerance'' is a very 

trendy word in modern 
vocabulary .The definition 
of the word in different 
languages of the globe 
sounds differently.
In English it is the 

following :
• ''Tolerance is a fair, 

objective or permissive 
attitude toward those 
whose opinions, practices, 
race, religion, nationality, 
etc. differ from one's own.

• But ''tolerance'' is not the 
same as ''indifference''!



The flower of tolerance



Tolerance is especially important in 
relations with

people who have 
disabilities

people of different 
races and 
nationalities

people of different religions 
and cultures

Weak , poor and 
homeless people

people who 
have unusual 
looks

people of 
different age.



The main documents tolerance is based 
on.

  Declaration of 
Principles on 
Tolerance(1995)

Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (1948)



 key words related to ''tolerance'' key words opposite of '' tolerance''

independence violence

friendship conflict

human rights war

freedom terrorism

dialogue separation

trust militarism

solidarity racism

peace exploitation

democracy confrontation

understanding discrimination

acceptance misunderstanding

equality neglect

cooperation cynicism 

diversity egoism



•Tolerance start at 
home.

•Goes on in a 
group.

• Ends up in a 
society.

Goes on in a group.

Tolerance start at home.

Ends up in a society.



Tips on how to be a tolerant 
person.

• 1.Try to understand people.
2.Live in accordance with human rights.
3.Never judge people by their looks.
4.Don't forget about politeness.
5.Live by joyful life , don't quarrel. 
6.Respect grown-ups, children and elderly people.
7.Help and protect the weak.
8.Write to those who make decisions.

• 9.Establish international links, respect other cultures, religion ideas and 
values.
10.Share your energy, money and time with people.
11.Observe all rules and laws.
12.Read more literature, get educated, enjoy communicating with people.
13. Stop those who behave violently, rude and immoral!



If you want to expand your social circle and make your 
communication zone comfortable, follow the rules of tolerant 
dialogue :

• Listen to a person attentively .We all want to be heard.
• Don't  interrupt . Try understand him/her.
•  Accept ideas which are different from yours patiently
• Don't jump to conclusion quickly.
• Express your point of view in a tactful and polite 

manner.
• Search for the best arguments.
• Be fair.
• Reach a compromise if it's possible.
• Stay in friendly relations with the person.



Emblems of Tolerance



Thanks for your attention!


